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T
he first gliding competition in 

Poland was held in August 1923 

but it wa not until 192 that the 

fir t oaring flight were made in that 

country. Progre wa very rapid after 

thi . Within a few year with 

government support there was a 

flourishing Poli. h gliding movement 

and indu. try. In the fir t major 

international champion hip at the 

Wa erkuppe in 1937 Poli h pilots and 

their atlplane , the 15 metre pan Orlik 

and the 19 metre PWS 101, proved to be 

ac; good ac; the German contemporarie . 

During World War 2 all but two Poli h 

atlplanes were de troy._>d . After the war 

the country' boundarie were completel} 

re-drawn. Half the former territory wa 

taken by the USSR and in rough 

compen ation large chun of eastern 

Germany were incorporated into a new 

Poland, including, incidentall} , the old 

gliding centre and factory at Grunau in 

ile!.ta. (Re-unification of Germany ha 

not altered the e frontie~ . ) Pohhcal 

power wa setzed by the communi t party 

controlled from Mo cow. Every ctty had 

been deva!.tated, there was a ma ive 
refugee and wholesale population re-

ettlement problem. The chao can hardly 

be imagined. 

Yet, under tate control and with big 

<;ub idies the gliding movement wa 
revived qutckly. New factories and destgn 

groups were e tablished. A few training 
ailplane types from pre- war plan were 

put into production again, especially the 

Komar and the Salamandra but 

completely new de igns, some of them of 

highly experimental type like the canard 

kaczka and the taille s Nietoperz, 

appeared. The Sep and Mucha ad\ anced 

sailplanes of orthodox destgn were built 

m quantity. 

The SZD ( zybowcowy Zakladzie 
Do wtadczalny) was the national 

experimental centre for soaring. In 

February 1950 the SZD team under Ted 

Ko tii began work on an entirely new 

high performance -.ail plane, the SZD -

chri tened Ja kolka (Swallow). Thi wa 

to incorporate the mo ... t radical ideas of 

the time but must b safe in the hand of 

ordinary club pilot . It was to be capable 

of cro country fl y in~ at high average 

speeds, strong enough for acrobatic , 
in trumented for flight in cloud and fitted 

with oxygen breathing equipment for 
high altitude oaring in mountain lee 

waves and thunder torm . The maximum 

permitted air pccd was to be 250 km / h 

(155 mph). There would be speed limiting 

air brakes and flaps and the need for 

carrying water balla-.t was foreseen. The 

additional weight would enable fa ter 
cro country speeds to be achieved on 

good oanng day-.. If thermal weakened 

the balla t could be j tti oned. 

The wing profile wa cho n from the 

NACA 5 digit serie calculated u ing the 

NACA formulae. The e were not laminar 

flow ections. They were developed by 

the NACA in the nineteen thirtie when it 

wa di covered that moving the point of 

maximum camber forward produced a 

high maximum lift coefficient while 

reducing the no e down pitching 

moment. The tandard low drag thickn s 

form of the older NACA four digit erie 
with turbulent boundary layer , wa 

retained. In 1950 it had hardly been 

reali ed anywhere that laminar flow 

profile would be so ucces ful on 

ailplane a , within a few year , they 

proved to be. The 43012 section for the 

Ja kolka wa a more cambered version of 

the better known NACA 23012 profile re 

calculated to produce it lea t profile drag 

at a high lift coefficient of 0.6, close to the 

be t glide ratio trim. The maximum 

camber point wa at 15% of the chord and 
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the thickness as indicated by the last 

two digit was 12%, unusually thin for a 

sailplane. The expected high maximum 

lift coefficient would enable the 

Jaskolka to fly very slowly and circle 

tightly. 

The feature of the Ja kolka wing new 

to mo t glider pilot wa the u e of 

Fowler type Jotted flap on the inner 

half of the span. When extended the e 

increa ed the projected wing area a 

well as the camber. At a etting of 15 

degrees they enabled pilot to fly 

exceptionally tight turn at low 

airspeed , to work into the core of 

narrow thermals. The ailerons of the 

prototype drooped together with the 

SZD- 8 
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flap but only to half the flap angle, 

increasing the camber acro the whole 

span. Thi was intended to prevent the 

formation of strong vortice at the outer 

end of the flaps which would create o 

much additional drag that any 

advantage would be lost. With flap 

retracted fa t glide~ at low drag were 

possible for cro sing gaps between 

thermal and for penetrating sinking 

air. The u eful peed range wa 

considerably extended with the 

addition of water ballast being another 

option. The flap could al o be lowered 

to 25 degree for landing at very low 

airspeeds in small held . 

The Ja kolka had a moderate pan of 
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Top - Teddy Heimgartner in tire cockpit 

of Iris Jaskolka. Note tire sliditrg canopy 

and tire extensive wirrg root fairirrg. 

Cetrtre- Rear shot of tire canopy 

slrowing tire rear rrtntter attd tire tuing 

fuselage joint. Tire aircraft is being 

ballasted witlr water. 

Above -Rear side view. Note tire aft 

position of tire airbrakes. 

sixteen metre and a relatively high 

a pect ratio of nearly 19. The wing wa 

strongly tapered in plan and a great 

deal of attention was given to the 

junction of wing and fuselage. Thi 

re ulted in a gradual broadening of the 

wing root chord to merge gradually 

into the root fairing . The resulting 

departure from the be t elliptical wing 

planform incurred a drag penalty at low 

flight peeds but it was hoped this 
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would be more than compensated by 
reduced interference drag. There was a 
single very strong and stiff laminated 
timber main spar with ribs at narrower 
than usual spacing of 20 cm in front and 
extending aft back to a light second spar. 
Behind this secondary spar the ribs were 
more widely spaced and carried another 
spar to which ailerons and flaps were 
attached. The entire wing was covered 
with plywood, an unusual feature 
intended to ensure adequate torsional 
stiffness for high speed flying. Large 
vertical air brakes of the Schempp Hirth 
parallel ruler type were fitted behind the 
second spar and hence well aft on the 
wing. 

The ailerons, fabric covered, were 
slotted. The idea of slotted ailerons is to 
conduct a small quantity of air from the 
high pressure side of the wing through a 
carefully shaped passage along the hinge 
line to emerge on the upper surface of the 
ailerons as a high speed sheet flow, 
ensuring that the airflow remains 
attached and improving control, 
especially at low flying speeds and large 
aileron deflections. Such ailerons had 
been very successful on the pre - war 
PWS designs. To prevent binding at the 
hinges when the wing was flexing under 
flight loads the ailerons were divided into 
two sections, a fairly normal 
arrangement. 

The Jaskolka fuselage was of the usual 
semi monocoque type of elliptical cross 
section with a minimal internal frame of 
longerons and cross frames skinned with 
plywood. The cockpit width was reduced 
to only 525 mm since the pilot's shoulders 
and elbows were accommodated 
comfortably in the large hollow leading 
edge fairings. There was room here also 
for items such as maps, food and drink, 
gloves etc. 

The windscreen was fixed permanently 
to the front fuselage but the rear portion 
of the cockpit canopy was a large plastic 
moulding which provided excellent all 
round vision. It was possible to look back 
to see the tailplane but the main 
advantage was the view into turns when 
other sailplanes were sharing the same 
thermal. The canopy was mounted on 
rails to slide back on three rails for 
opening. This too was highly unusual for 
a sailplane. 

The landing wheel on the prototype 
was fixed in position with a simple fairing 
and rather deeply buried. The tail unit 
was orthodox. 

Rigging the Jaskolka was made as easy 
as possible. The aileron, flap and airbrake 
controls connected automatically when 
the wings were put on. Where the wing 
joined the fuselage rubber seals prevented 
leakages of air. No taping over the joints 
was required. The tailplane with elevator 
folded vertically upwards on each side of 
the fin and was simply lowered and 
locked down for flight.. 

In the cockpit there were many luxury 

items for sailplanes in the 'fifties. The 
rudder pedals were adjustable, the 
harness could be slackened without being 
disconnected to allow the pilot to change 
position during a long flight and avoid 
cramp and an adjustable padded headrest 
was incorporated into the sliding canopy. 
There was a spring trimmer for the 
elevator and on vacating the cockpit the 
controls could be locked, preventing 
damage in windy conditions. An 
ingenious device allowed the control rods 
and cables to be adjusted in flight to 
compensate for changing temperatures. 
At high altitudes the metal control rods 
and cables of wooden ail planes contract 
more than the wood o they tighten 
considerably. This renders the controls 
increasingly stiff and may even lead to 
some internal damage. In the Jaskolka 
prototype it was po sible to take the 
tension off in flight, and restore it again 
on descending to more ordinary altitudes. 
There were battery driven gyro 
instruments. Oxygen gear was a standard 
accessory with the pres ure reducer and 
controls easily accessible on the 
instrument panel. 

The first Jaskolka, registered SP- 1222, 
was built at the factory in Bielsko- BiaJa 
and test flown in September 1951, the test 
pilot being Adam Zientek. The initial 
estimates of performance were good and 
it seemed that the few minor difficulties 
of control and cockpit layout would be 
easily rectified. 

But a very serious problem arose. 
When it came to spinning trials Zientek 
was almost forced to bale out when the 
Jaskolka entered a flat spin and refused to 
recover, coming down from the initial 
height of 2000 metre with the pilot trying 
everything he knew. No emergency anti
spin parachute or drogue was fitted. In a 
flat spin the aircraft rotates so rapidly that 
the mass of tail and outer wings create 
powerful centrifugal forces causing the 
attitude to flatten out until the aircraft is 
rotating rapidly like a ycamore seed and 
descending very rapidly. In the end 
Zientek succeeded in stopping the spin 
and brought the aircraft to a safe landing. 
To everyone's astonishment it was found 
that he had pushed the steel tube control 
column forward so hard that it now had a 
30 degree bend. A major redesign was 
obviously necessary. 

Further test flying followed on this 
aircraft and a second prototype (SP -
1223) with numerous modifications and 
at various centre of gravity locations. 
Over 1000 spins and recoveries were done 
before the design was judged satisfactory. 
The proportions of the fin and rudder 
were changed several times. Finally the 
fuselage was lengthened by 68 cm (2.23 
ft). The tailplane wa given a small 
dihedral angle to further aid spin 
recovery. The Jaskolka with long fuselage 
and new vertical tail surfaces now 
recovered normally from spins. 

There were many other changes. Larger 
ailerons, differentially geared and driven 

by pushrods were fitted and the 
automatic aileron drooping with the flaps 
was deleted since this made them very 
sluggish when landing. The shape of the 
rear canopy where there was some 
airflow separation, which the pilots could 
hear as a burbling sound, was revised and 
further work was done on the wing root 
fairings and the shape of the nose. The 
airbrakes were simplified, the main spar 
design was revised and changes were 
made to the cockpit and instrument 
layout. The temperature compensating 
device for the control cables was deleted. 

The fuselage lengthening created 
another problem since when landing the 
tail tended to touch down early which 
could pitch the glider sharply onto the 
ground while it still had flying speed. A 
series of bounces ensued. The wheel was 
therefore made semi retractable and the 
wheel well sealed to prevent draughts in 
the cockpit. With the wheel fully 
extended there was adequate clearance 
and the sailplane adopted a more 
satisfactory ground angle. Why the wheel 
was not made fully retractable is not 
entirely clear but sailplane pilots were 
not, at this period, used to retracting 

. undercarriages and to leave the wheel 
permanently protruding was probably a 
precaution against forgetfulness. The test 
programme and modifications were 
completed by August 1952. 

Now in the SZD - 8 his form the 
Jaskolka entered production, the first 
example from the factory emerged in 
December 1952, almost two full years 
since work began. The first major 
competition trials for the new sailplane 
were in the lOth Polish national 
Championships (the first under the 
communist regime) in 1953. AJl pilots 
flew Jaskolkas, making this a 'one design' 
contest. A world record and eleven 
national records were broken during this 
meeting. The type became very popular. 
30 of the Jaskolka SZD - 8 his were 
produced which did not satisfy the 
demand from Polish clubs. 

The SZD- 8 his E with strengthened 
undercarriage, improved control drives 
and slightly altered tailplane and elevator 
shape entered production in late 1953. 30 
of this model were produced. When the 
danger of lightning strike in cumulo 
nimbus clouds was realised, the Jaskolka 
was provided with complete electrical 
bonding of the metal components and 
static discharge wicks were added at all 
the extremities. The most obvious of the 
external changes on the SZD - 8 his Z was 
the revised nose and front canopy shape 
and the small wing tip bodies to protect 
the ailerons from ground damage. There 
were numerous other small 
improvements, with the air brakes being 
made of metal instead of wood, more 
expensive types of plywood used to 
improve the accuracy of the wing 
surfaces, various revisions to the cockpit 
and instrument layout. 

Further successes followed at a (non -
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F AI) International Competition in 

1954 held at Leszno to mark the 

tenth year of communist rule in 
Poland. Competing for the first time 

against other types of sailplane and 

national teams from the USSR, East 

Germany, Czechoslovakia, Hungary 

and a couple of British pilots who 

flew borrowed Polish aircraft, seven 

out of the top ten places at the end of 

the fortnight were taken by 
Jaskolkas. 

A long series of minor 
modifications and improvements 

over the next few years saw the 

appearance of a whole series of 

Jaskolka variants some of which 

were built in small numbers. 
Notable among the experimental 

types was the SZD -14 Jaskolka M, 

the M standing for Motylek or 

butterfly. The second prototype SP-

1223 was modified to have a V tail, 

expected to have slightly less total 

drag than the orthodox tail and not 

likely to cause any difficulties in 

control. What actually happened 

was very frightening. During 

recovery from a spin during the test 
flights the fuselage just ahead of the 

tail failed in torsion. The tail did not 

twist off completely but rotated 45 

degrees and hung on by the strength 

of one tortured longeron, the 
plywood skin and the other 
longerons having sheared all the 

way round. Rather than baling out 

the pilot, Adam Dziurzynski, 

gingerly flew the sailplane down to 
land without further damage. He 

was duly honoured by the company. 

It had not been realised that the 

torsional loads created by a V tail are 

very much greater than those of an 

ordinary tail unit. After 
strengthening there were no further 
problems but the Butterfly did not 

enter production. 

The SZD - 11 Albatross and 11 - 2 

Albatross Super were Jaskolkas with 

extended spans of 17 and 18 metres. 

The need for changes in 

aerodynamics was fully apparent by 

1955. Leading contest sailplanes 

were now using NACA 6 digit 

profiles. The last Jaskolka 
development was the SZD- 17X 

Jaskolka L (L for laminar) which 

appeared for its first flight in March 

1956. A NACA 65 series laminar 

flow wing section was used. The 

cockpit was made even narrower 

than before but all the necessary 

equipment including radio with a 
built in antenna was fitted. There 

were large water ballast tanks in the 

wings. Instead of Fowler flaps 

ordinary split flaps were fitted, for 

landing only. The lessons learned 

from the earlier Motylek had 

restored confidence in the V tail 

arrangement. It was recognised that 

only very experienced pilots would 

fly the Jaskolka L. The intention was 

to enter this new sailplane in the 
1956 World Championships to be 

held at St Yan in France in June and 

four were built in a great hurry. The 

prototype was rushed out for test 

flying without even a coat of paint. 

Hardly anything was right. The 

control forces were heavy, the stall 

was dangerously sudden and 

without warning, behaviour in spins 

was bad with a very steep nose 
down attitude and on lowering the 

flaps for landing there was an 

unacceptable nose up pitch. The 

Jaskolka L was also a good deal 

heavier than expected, probably 

because thicker plywood had been 

used for the wing skins to preserve 

an accurate profile. 

At the last minute it was decided 

not to fly the Jaskolka L at St Yan. 

Instead the two Polish pilots flew the 

SZD - b ter Jaskolka Z with water 

ballast tanks in the wings filled each 

morning. The ma s added, 95 kg, 

was equivalent to that of a large 

extra pilot raising the wing loading 

from 26.2 kg/ sq m (5.37lb I sq ft) to 

33 kg/sq m (6.77lbs/sq ft.). This was 

probably the first time ballast was 

routinely used in a World 
Championship. The best Polish pilot, 

Gorzelak placed third in the single 

seater class. Apart from competition 

successes an impressive number of 

national and world records were 

broken by Polish pilots flying the 
Jaskolka. These included a 100 km 

triangular course speed record of 

80.5 km/h, 200 km triangle speed of 

67.3 km/hand a goal and return 

record341.9 km and a womens goal 

flight record of 536 km. 

Jaskolkas were exported widely, 

though not in very great numbers, to 
Britain, Belgium, Denmark, Finland 

and to most East European countries 

including the USSR. At least one 

went to China. The total of all 

Jaskolkas reached 80 when 
production and experimentation 

with the type ceased in 1961. By that 

time the very advanced SZD -19 

Zefir and SZD - 24 Foka were at an 
advanced stage of development and 

there was no need to proceed further 

with the SZD - 8. How many 
Jaskolkas remain in service is not 

known. 
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Top f'wo -A ]askolka at Dunstable in 1964. 

Above -Another ]askolka at Dunstable, this one may 

have a metallic blue colour scheme. 

SZD - 8 Jaskolka - Technical Data 

SZ 8 bi SZD e S D 

Span 16.00 m 16.00 m 16.00 m 

Length 7.42 m 7.42 m 6.80 m 

Wing area 13.6 sq m 13.6 sq m 13.6 sq m 

Aspect ratio 18.8 18.8 18.8 

Profile NACA 43012 NACA 43012 NACA 652 513 

Empty wt. 

Flying wt. 

Wing ldg. 
Best glide. 

Fowler flaps Fowler flaps Split flaps V tail 

252 kg 270 kg 340 kg 

337 kg 450 kg (Ballasted) 425 kg 

24.8 kg/sq m 33.1 kg/sq m (max) 31.25 kg/sq m 

1 :26.4 1 :26.3 1 :31.2 
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